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Build FAIR workflow for 
astronomical catalogues
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gilles.landais@astro.unistra.fr

Documented workflows are an important aspect of CDS operations, and are the basis for the CoreTrustSeal certification of 
the VizieR catalogue service.  The worklflow processes include metadata assignment in conformance with the standards 
and the needs of the  astronomy research community. Among the standards, the Virtual Observatory promotes data 
models and access protocols to provide reusable data. In parallel, other standards and concepts are emerging with the rise 
of open data, for example the widespread use of DOIs. The FAIR principles and the increasing importance of open data for 
science, overlap and complete the IVOA capabilities.

While IVOA standards enable a very high level of interoperability allowing data mining, workflows and software usage, the 
DOI enables the connection to a  network of references resources well adapted for citation. We will describe FAIR-workflows 
developed in the VizieR catalogue service of the CDS and present how the data benefit from IVOA standards and DOIs.

Catalogue registration: IVOA registries as well as DOI architecture provide capability to find and access resources. Both provide 
identification with metadata based on scholix, and include metadata like provenance  information (eg: authors, publication, ...). 

IVOA registry and DOI have their particularities which respond to their usage. It impacts the metadata harvesting architecture 
(provided through OAI-PMH protocol) but also the metadata contents.
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The DOI architecture provides an interconnected network, 
with a rich semantics to link Web resources.

DOI are associated with landing pages and are  well adapted  
to be included in articles, web pages..
The DOI is commonly used for citation.
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The CDS catalogue Service, VizieR, has been certified by the 
CTS (Core Trust Seal) . The CTS requires the Data Center to 
preserve Data and to provide useful data according to FAIR 
principles.

FAIR workflows have to be documented in an architecture that 
promotes data and meta-data quality :

 "The repository has appropriate expertise to address 
technical data and metadata quality and ensures that 
sufficient information is available for end users to make 
quality-related evaluations". (criteria  IX)

Collect metadata and build a VO architecture

In VizieR, the metadata harvesting is the result of 
technologies and human expertise. 
the VO Data Models can be used to organize the archival of 
the data (ex : ObsCore for FITS spectra & images)  or can be 
mapped on top of  internal archive storage (PhotDM is used in 
the CDS photometry viewer)

The IVOA provides standards – based on Data models building 
blocks and specification of access methods – which enables 
data reuse in a large audience. The IVOA framework extends 
the "Interoperability" concept to enable comparison or 
combination of data coming from different data centers. 

The Data models developed in the IVOA cover a large wide of 
astronomical topics: Observation (ObsCoreDM), photometry 
(photDM), etc. 

Provide data in an 
interoperable  framework

Certification feedback : the 
importance to provide FAIR 
Data

Interoperable FAIR concepts  in RDA  

Interoperability describes an interconnected 
network well adapted to the publishing context 
but is less stringent for machine reuse.
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A Complex 
engineering enabling
a high level of 
interoperability.

The IVOA metadata requires 
an accurate data description 
including information to access 
the Data
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